Abstract: In mode-locked thulium soliton fiber lasers, we experimentally observe and numerically confirm the formation of numerous dispersive-wave sidebands, following a bifurcation of the pulse dynamics into a stationary short-period pulsation. These resonant sidebands appear in addition to the Gordon-Kelly sidebands that are formed in the stationary mode-locked regime. The origin of these sidebands is discussed, highlighting their complexity that does not comply with a simple modulation instability analysis.
Subsideband Generation Associated with
Period-N Pulsations in Tm Soliton Fiber Lasers
Introduction
An ultrashort fiber laser cavity makes a periodic propagation medium, with highly variable parameters along one roundtrip. In the anomalous dispersion propagation regime, the periodic soliton reshaping that results is accompanied with the radiation of dispersive waves. The phase-matched interaction at specific frequencies between soliton and radiation components produces resonant sidebands of significant magnitude, known as the Gordon-Kelly (GK) sidebands of fiber lasers [1] , [2] . Temporally extending well beyond the pulse width, GK sidebands can strongly affect the pulse dynamics, for instance by mediating soliton-soliton interactions in the multiple pulse regime [3] , [4] . The distribution of these sidebands over the laser emission spectrum mainly depends on the accumulated dispersion per roundtrip, and hardly changes with the pumping power, the latter mostly influencing the magnitude of the GK sidebands. The commonly reported behavior is the following: an increase of the pumping power augments the magnitude of the sidebands, until a multiple pulse transition takes place, accompanied with a decrease of the sidebands' magnitude. However, in the vicinity of this scenario, the appearance of additional sidebands accompanying the GK sidebands, denoted as sub-sidebands, has been reported in erbium-doped fiber lasers operating at around 1.5-μm [5] - [9] . To confirm that subsideband generation represents an intrinsic feature of dissipative nonlinear systems, it is interesting to verify that they could be commonly formed in the 2-μm wavelength range, considering also the related parameter changes-lower effective nonlinearity and larger anomalous dispersion. The origin of the subsidebands in fiber lasers has been attributed to the modulational instability (MI) of the GK sidebands in the context of periodic dispersion [6] , [7] or intensity variation [8] , [9] . MI, which is characterized by the exponential growth of weak perturbations over a cw background, has been extensively investigated in nonlinear optics during the past decades [10] - [15] . In scalar fiber optics, MI is interpreted in terms of four-wave mixing (FWM), where phase matching is achieved from the interplay between the nonlinear Kerr effect and the anomalous dispersion. MI in homogenous fiber optics has distinct attributes. It features symmetric sidebands, whose detuning to the pump scales with the square root of the cw power, which eventually cascade into equidistant higher-order sidebands. Due to the relatively weak nonlinearity of standard single mode fibers, the buildup of significant MI sidebands from quantum noise requires an appreciable cw power, typically in the range of hundred milliwatts [10] - [15] .
On the first hand, it appears to us that these simple features have not been precisely taken into consideration while invoking the action of MI over the GK sidebands to explain the formation of subsidebands in soliton lasers [5] - [9] . We discuss the possible origin of these subsidebands, showing that their origin does not match with the simple MI analysis suggested in previous fiber laser reports [8] , [9] . To be convincing, such analysis should typically display a quantitative agreement of the spectral subsideband lines over several orders, which was not presented. On the second hand, as a fundamental scenario of nonlinear dissipative systems, a bifurcation can take place when a control cavity parameter is altered, leading for instance to period-N pulsations or to chaotic dynamics [16] - [19] . In the present paper, we mainly correlate the observations of subsideband generation to the appearance of period-N pulsations, based on thulium (Tm) soliton fiber lasers experiments. Subsidebands up to the third-order are observed on the optical spectrum. Numerical investigations confirm that multiple subsideband generation accompanies the onset of period-N pulsations. This represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive report of subsideband generation around the dispersive waves in soliton fiber lasers operating in the 2-μm wavelength region.
Experimental Setup and Results
The initial experimental setup is sketched on Fig. 1 . Nonlinear polarization evolution in the fibers, controlled here by two in-line polarization controllers (PCs) and discriminated by a polarization-dependent isolator (PD-ISO), produces an artificial saturable absorber effect used for laser mode locking. A cw 1550 nm laser diode (LD) seeded EDFA is utilized to backward-pump the active fiber. The total GVD is estimated to be -0.219 ps 2 , facilitating soliton pulse operation. The output of the laser is taken via a 50% optical coupler and analyzed with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Yokogawa AQ6375) with a resolution bandwidth of 0.05 nm, a radio frequency (RF) signal analyzer (Agilent N9020A), a 2 GHz oscilloscope (Agilent Infiniium DSO80204B) via a 1 GHz photodetector, and a second-harmonic autocorrelator (FR-103XL).
The pumping power threshold for self-starting mode locking is 360 mW. Fig. 2 (a) shows a typical mode-locked soliton spectrum at a pumping power of 480 mW, yielding an average output power of 35 mW. The fitting of the GK sidebands positions (see [1] , [2] ) yields a total GVD of about -0.231 ps 2 , a value close to the calculated estimation of −0.219 ps 2 . The spectrum is centered at 1965.36 nm with a 3-dB bandwidth of 8.3 nm. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , the pulse duration is estimated to be 608 fs assuming a sech 2 pulse profile. The time-bandwidth product is 0.392, indicating a slight frequency chirping. The RF spectrum depicted in Fig. 2(d) shows regular peaks at multiples of the cavity fundamental frequency, reflecting a uniform pulse train at the repetition rate f r = 63.0 MHz, with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 62.1 dB.
When the pumping power is increased above a certain threshold, a new set of strong sidebands suddenly appears on the spectrum, on both sides of the GK sidebands. Fig. 3(a) shows the spectrum centered at 1955.05 nm, obtained at the pumping power of 580 mW with appropriate PC settings. The average output power is 47 mW. A noticeable feature associated with the optical subsideband generation is the concomitant set of RF sidebands, displayed on Fig. 3(b) . These symmetric frequency sidebands indicate a periodic modulation of the pulse intensity, following a bifurcation of the dynamical system. The frequency separation between the sidebands and the corresponding main peaks is = 15.6 MHz, yielding a calculated distance of periodic pulse intensity variation of L a = f r / × L c = 4.04L c , which suggests that the pulse returns to its original value after four roundtrips, hence undergoing a period-4 pulsation. Correspondingly, pulse trains on the oscilloscope also exhibit period-4 periodic intensity variations, as show on Fig. 3(c) . The low-amplitude modulation is better analyzed through RF recordings, though.
While the subsidebands appear at both sides of each GK sidebands, a closer inspection shows that they do not correspond to a simple MI process. Indeed, their location is significantly asymmetric and higher-order sidebands are not equally spaced. In addition, the detunings do not scale with the square root of the GK sideband power, and it is surprising to see that the weakest GK are flanked by relatively significant subsidebands as well.
We also note that these subsidebands are sustained only within a narrow range of cavity parameters, where the magnitudes of the GK sidebands is not the sole factor for their appearance. As a matter of fact, we always observe a coexistence between subsideband formation and a period-N pulsation of the laser pulse. When the pumping power is further increased, the pulse intensity and the strength of subsidebands continuously increase until a new soliton pulse is formed with a decrease of the dispersive waves intensity, and the disappearance of subsidebands.
We build a second all-fiber laser featuring a different cavity length (4.7 m, with 2.3-m-long TDF and 2.4-m-long SMF, yielding an estimated total GVD of -0.329 ps 2 ) to confirm that the observed subsideband generation phenomenon remains a general property of the Tm soliton fiber lasers. In this modified setup, the GVD fitted from the positions of the GK sidebands is -0.323 ps 2 [20] . We obtain again subsideband generation around the GK dispersive waves, when a period-4 or period-5 pulsation is obtained. As an illustration, the spectrum obtained at a pumping power of 740 mW, and output power of 24 mW, is displayed on Fig. 4(a) : up to third-order subsidebands flanking the two-lowest order GK sidebands are observed. The corresponding RF spectrum is uniform over the 1 GHz span. The repetition rate f r is measured to be 42.2 MHz with a SNR of 65.8 dB at the fundamental repetition rate. Here, the frequency separation is measured to be about 8.5 MHz, with the distance of periodic pulse intensity variation L a calculated to be 4.97L c , hence indicating period-5 pulsation. As depicted on Fig. 4(c) , pulse trains on the oscilloscope also exhibit period-5 periodic intensity variations.
Since the simple MI process fails to explain the features of the subsidebands, we try to get insight from more refined MI models that has been adapted to periodic transmission media. Indeed, the periodicity of the fiber laser system is likely to alter the phase matching condition applying to uniform scalar fiber optics. In the early investigations of long distance fiber transmission systems, the notion of a virtual grating, induced by periodic intensity or dispersion variation, was applied to modify the phase matching requirements for MI sideband generation [11] - [14] . In the conventional mode-locked regime, the virtual grating has the same periodicity as the laser cavity, and is applied for instance to predict the location of the GK sidebands [2] . We recall that while the formation of MI sidebands in periodic media and that of GK sidebands may follow similar phase matching requirements, they are from physically different origins, as explained in the introduction. We first use the approach of [14] , which was originally applied in the frame of long distance fiber transmission systems with periodic intensity or dispersion variation. Correspondingly, the relative positions of the k-order subsidebands generated from the MI of the dispersive waves is given by the following simplified phase matching relationship:
where β 2av is the average GVD of the cavity, k is the subsideband frequency detuning from the GK sideband from which MI originates, andP d is the average power of that GK sideband. We use (1) to re-calculate the total GVD by fitting the positions of the subsidebands (from the first to the third order) surrounding the two lowest-order GK sidebands. The resulting GVD is calculated to be about -0.333 ps 2 , very close to the value of -0.323 ps 2 . Despite this positive indication, we observe significant discrepancies between the right side and the left side subsidebands frequency detuning from the same GK sideband, so that we could not determine the subsideband origin from this simple MI process.
Actually, a better qualitative model would consist of a grating with two periodicities, the short one being the cavity roundtrip, and the long one being N-times that roundtrip in the case of a period-N pulsation dynamics. Such two-period grating model was recently proposed by Copie et al., for the investigation of MI generation in amplitude modulated dispersion oscillating fibers [21] . However, the predictions of this model entail a progressive splitting of the MI band, when the modulation amplitude increases, a feature which we do not observe experimentally.
Since we could not match the subsideband generation with phase-matched MI processes, we suspected a more complex dynamical origin, and resorted to detailed numerical investigations of the propagation of the ultrashort pulse in the laser cavity. It is indeed plausible that complex multiple wave phenomena take place, and that we cannot isolate each GK sideband system to determine MI threshold and detunings. This was also pointed out in [6] , with the observation that once one dispersive wave has reached the threshold for subsideband generation, the same would also occur around other dispersive waves, albeit much weaker, pointing at a cross-coupling between GK sidebands that are indeed coherently coupled.
Numerical Simulations and Discussion
To better understand the relationship between subsideband generation and period-N pulsation in the Tm soliton fiber lasers, we conduct numerical investigations of the soliton and dispersive wave dynamics of the fiber lasers based on the coupled Ginzburg-Landau equations [9] : where u and v are the normalized envelopes of the optical pulses along the effective fast and slow axis of the cavity, respectively. 2β = 2π n/λ is the wave-number difference. 2δ = βλ/πc is the inverse group velocity difference. β 2 and β 3 are the second-and third-order dispersion coefficients. γ is the nonlinearity of the fibers. The gain g of the Tm fiber, whose bandwidth is g , is modeled through:
where g 0 is the small signal gain and E sat is the saturation energy. The PCs and PD-ISO elements are modeled by the multiplication of the vector field by the following Jones matrices: 
where θ 1 and θ 2 are the angles of the two PCs defined with respect to the fast axis of the cavity. ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are the linear phase delays caused by the two PCs. θ 3 is the angle of the PD-ISO defined with respect to the fast axis of the cavity.
To be close to the experimental conditions, we use the following cavity parameters for our simulations of the 3.1-m long cavity:
We find that almost all the experimentally observed laser dynamics can be reproduced in the numerical simulations. Fig. 5 shows the typical soliton mode-locking operation. The pulse evolution shown in Fig. 5(a) indicates that the pulse train is uniform without intensity modulation.
By further increasing the pumping power and adjusting the Jones matrixes, significant spectral subsidebands appear, surrounding each GK sideband. Pulse intensity evolutions with different periods can be obtained using different cavity parameters, confirming that the period-N pulsations are an intrinsic feature of the nonlinear dissipative system [17] . As shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 7(a) , the pulse intensity experiences period-4 and period-6 evolution-the cavity parameters being detailed in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7(b) . The corresponding optical spectrum depicted in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7(b) exhibits subsidebands generation flanking each GK sideband. The corresponding optical spectrum of Fig. 7(b) clearly exhibits up to third-order subsidebands around the two lowest-order GK sidebands.
For the 4.7-m-long laser cavity [20] , we also conduct numerical investigations using the aforementioned modeling, leading similarly to a good qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. Pulse intensity evolutions with different periods can be obtained using different cavity parameters. Fig. 8 shows the results of numerical simulations where the pulse intensity experiences quasi-period-6 evolution for the detailed cavity parameters depicted in Fig. 8(b) . Significant differences between left-side and right-side subsideband frequency detunings around the same GK sideband are also obtained, verifying our experimental demonstrations that the subsidebands complexity does not comply with a simple modulation instability analysis.
Interestingly, Figs. 6(c), 7(c) and 8(c) show the important variation of the spectrum and their subsidebands constituents, which largely oscillate from one roundtrip to the next. Hence, as in the experiment, the average optical spectrum conceals these important dynamical features rendered through detailed numerical simulations.
Conclusion
In summary, we have, for the first time, observed experimentally and numerically the generation of numerous subsidebands flanking the GK sidebands in Tm soliton fiber lasers. This has allowed us to check and rule out a simple phase-matched MI explanation for the subsideband origin. Based on numerical simulations, we found that these subsidebands always manifest in the frame of periodic pulsations, which constitute a universal dynamical process of ultrafast dissipative nonlinear systems. So far, subsideband generation appears as a complex, multiple-wave, dynamical phenomenon in a strongly dissipative system, which resists predictions based on three-wave phase-matching processes, even including the notion of virtual gratings.
